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Public Summary:
Cellular interactions drive mammalian kidney development. In this study, we compared the organization and interactions between
distinct progenitor (mesenchymal) cell-types that give rise to different components of the kidney, between the well-studied mouse
model and the poorly studied human kidney. We observed similar microenvironment harboring progenitor types between the species,
but distinct differences in gene activity within progenitor cells. This study provides a benchmark for the progenitors of the human
nephrogenic niche and highlights species-variability in kidney developmental programs. The findings will help to guide, efforts to
harness the cellular programs necessary to build human kidney structures in the laboratory.
Scientific Abstract:
Cellular interactions among nephron, interstitial, and collecting duct progenitors drive mammalian kidney development. In mice, Six2(+)
nephron progenitor cells (NPCs) and Foxd1(+) interstitial progenitor cells (IPCs) form largely distinct lineage compartments at the onset of
metanephric kidney development. Here, we used the method for analyzing RNA following intracellular sorting (MARIS) approach, singlecell transcriptional profiling, in situ hybridization, and immunolabeling to characterize the presumptive NPC and IPC compartments of
the developing human kidney. As in mice, each progenitor population adopts a stereotypical arrangement in the human nephronforming niche: NPCs capped outgrowing ureteric branch tips, whereas IPCs were sandwiched between the NPCs and the renal capsule.
Unlike mouse NPCs, human NPCs displayed a transcriptional profile that overlapped substantially with the IPC transcriptional profile, and
key IPC determinants, including FOXD1, were readily detected within SIX2(+) NPCs. Comparative gene expression profiling in human and
mouse Six2/SIX2(+) NPCs showed broad agreement between the species but also identified species-biased expression of some genes.
Notably, some human NPC-enriched genes, including DAPL1 and COL9A2, are linked to human renal disease. We further explored the
cellular diversity of mesenchymal cell types in the human nephrogenic niche through single-cell transcriptional profiling. Data analysis
stratified NPCs into two main subpopulations and identified a third group of differentiating cells. These findings were confirmed by
section in situ hybridization with novel human NPC markers predicted through the single-cell studies. This study provides a benchmark
for the mesenchymal progenitors in the human nephrogenic niche and highlights species-variability in kidney developmental programs.
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